News and Homework for week beginning 11th June
This week... Military
In Maths... we have continued to work with money, using role play to create a shop and sell each other food items.
We have practiced counting on to find change by using our number bonds to jump to the next 10 number. We have
definitely gained lots of confidence. We have used a range of different written methods to help solve the problems
particularly a numberline to count on. We need to keep practising our number formation.
In English... This week we have focused on the war from the LAND, looking at tanks and military vehicles and using
our trip to Armourgeddon to develop a more concrete understanding of the scale of the vehicles. The children loved
comparing the tanks and different vehicles, counting wheels, reading the display signs, etc. They talked about the
'nationality' of the vehicle and where it may have been stationed (eg the sandy coloured ones were probably in Asia).
We have then used this information within our writing and we are working hard to self check our writing and make
sure we are forming our letters correctly.
In other news... We started a mini Design Technology project for Father's Day. The children have patiently worked
on it and we hope the 'Fathers' will appreciate all their hard work on Sunday. We also did a little bit of cooking as we
know all Fathers like home cooking. This involved a fair bit of maths and calculation. On Sports Day we joined in
with the rest of the school and really enjoyed the team games. Mrs Bolton was extremely proud of how hard they
worked, great team members. Well done.

Maths Additional: See below
Homework is to be handed in on Wednesday 20th June. Spelling: is Week 2

Homework

Maths

Silver

quick recall of bond
to 20

Gold

adding on to make
a ten number

Year 1 CGP Arithmetic Maths Exercise 8
Year 1 CGP Blue Maths page 53 57 and 59
Year 2 CGP Arithmetic Maths Exercise 10
Year 2 CGP Green Maths page 53 and 55

Pupil Feedback

Parent Feedback
None

How much support did your child need?
Comment:

Teacher Feedback
A little

Lots

